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lowing statement. to the press on
behalf of Johnson:
"tho group of students and
non-students who battered their
way into my office have gone.
They went in with an ultimatum
of non-negotiable -demands.
They left with nothing.
"The reason they left is because MIT's faculty and students
refused to support threats and
violence as a way to accomplish
change in this institution. The
faculty showed this by its overwhelming vote Thursday con-
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Complaints to be sought
for trespass, disruption

" ,';

NO POLICE USED

vost Paul Gray deliverd the fol-

A
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By Steve Carhart
The coalition of revolutionary students and non-students
who occupied the offices of President Howard- Johnson and
Chairman of the Corporation
James Killian at noon on Thursday left voluntarily at 1Q pm
Friday night.
No police were called.
As the occupiers left chanting
and singing, members of the
administration made notes and
movies were taken. Immediately
after the last radical moved outside the door, the room was
sealed by several campus patrolmen and top administrators. Institute photographers and physical plamt personnel immediateto catalogue
m~ ly entered the room
damage and begin round-theclock repair efforts.
Meanwhile, the revolutionaries, now numbering about 75,
marched to the Student Center
to plot their next move.
Johnson Statement
While the radicals were in the
Student Center, Associate Pro-
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MIT applied yesterday to the
Third District Court of Eastern
Middlesex for the issuance of
complaints against 31 persons
involved in last week's occupation of the offices of President
Howard W. Johnson and Corporation Chairman James R. Killian,
Jr.
Complaints against two of the
31, George Katsiaficas '70 and
Peter Bohmer '65 (a graduate
student), are also being sought
for disruption of classes. Two
faculty members are included in
the trespass list: Professors Louis
Kampf and Lillian Robinson.
The others on the trespass list
are:
MIT students: Miss Melinda
Bird '70, (Pete Bohmer '65),
Minot Cleveland '71, Rich Edleman '70, Tom Goreau '71, Miss
Peggy Hopper '70, (George Katsiaficas '70), Peter Kramer '70,
David Krebs '72, Jeff Mermelstein '72, Miss Meryl Nass '72,
Steven Shalom '7-0, F. Charles
Simmons '72, Frank Taylor '71,
Aaron Tovish '71, and Don Wolman '71.

Non-students and former students: Mike Albert '69, Mike
Ansara, Greg Habib, Robin Hahnel, James Kilpatrick, William
Murray, Michael O'Conner, Miss
Susan Orchard, Miles Rappaport,
William Saidel '69, Miss Virginia
Valian, Leonard Weeks, and
Larry White '69.
(Faculty members: Professors
Louis Kampf and Lillian Robinson, both of Course XXI.)
The list was released yesterday afternoon by Peter Bohmer
and was confirmed by Daniel
Klubock, counsel for the accused. In a press release issued
by MIT yesterday, it was announced that further complaints
may be filed as the Institute
continues its review of last
week's activities.
Johnson commented in the
release, "I believe we have acted
fairly and with considerable restraint over the last few days. We
are now asking the courts to deal
with the illegal acts involved."
Professor Paul Gray, Associate Provost, and Robert Sullivan,
Institute Legal Counsel, appeared yesterday afternoon at
the Clerk of Court's office to

It all started Thursday with guerii'la theatre in the lobby of Building
7. From there, demonstrators moved to the President's office.
Action was taken by the Institute in court Monday afternoon.
attempted to drop a water bomb
demning the occupation.
conon them, but hit Wadleigh inoccupation
the
"Had
in
call
to
ready
were
we
tinued,
stead. A rock was thrown tono
had
We
authorities.
Ward Wadleigh, but it missed
the civil
misno
be
there
him and went through a window
alternative;-Let
understanding about this. We instead.
East Campus
shall move promptly to seek
Moving on to- East Campus,
legal action against every one of
the trespassers we can identify. the crowd met another indifferJohnson's house
ent reception. They returned to
By midnight, the group of the Student Centerpassing Johnprotestors had reformed and son's office on the way. There
marched, chanting, through In(Please turn to page 5)
stitute halls to Johnson's house.
seek the issuance of complaints.
There they were met by Gray
At Klubock's request, a hearing
and Vice President Kenneth ER.
was set for tomorrow morning at
Wadleigh. The crowd, shouting
10 am to consider the issuance
epithets and engaging in minor
the complaints.
of
shoving matches with adminis"Disruption of classes" is iltrators and campus patrolmen,
under the laws of
legal
moved to Johnson's door to post
and carries a
Massachusetts,
their demands. One student atThroughout the day Sunday, sought to convince'the admini- maximum penalty of a fine of
tempted to crawl into a window the Executive Committee of the stration that it should delay
ledge, but none of the rest made General Assembly conducted a pressing charges against students $50 and a 30 day jail sentence.
John
any attempt to enter the house. running battle with the admini- until at least Thursday in order The classes of Professor Edwin
Professor
and
III,
Wulff,
The crowd moved on to the stration concerning the way in that this change in policy might
XX, were disSenior House courtyard, where which charges would be pressed be considered by the com- D. Bransome,afternoon.
Friday
rupted
they chanted and attempted to against the students who partici- munity. The committee did not
The maximum penalty for
induce students in the dormitory pated in the occupation of Pres- recommend that the cases of
and a
to join them. The reaction was ident Howard Johnson's office students be referred to the Dis- trespass'is a fine of $100
term.
30 day jail
mixed, but predominantly hos- last week.
cipline Committee, however.
If the court complies with
apLate Sunday night it
tile or indifferent. One student
Early in the day, it became
request, it will issue comMIT's
apparent that the administration peared that the committee was plaints against the 31, then issue
would press forward immedi- disturbed by the refusal of the summonses or warrants. Kluately with civil charges against administration to reconsider, but bock declined to speculate when
students as well as non-students no further action on the matter the cases might come to trial.
who participated in.the occupa- was planned.
In other developments, there
Executive Committee memtion. In the past. the Institute
be an augmented Faculty
will
has generally preferred to handle ber Wells Eddleman'71 said also Council meeting today in which
students through internal disci- that a General Assembly meeting the student General Assembly's
plinary procedures rather than would be called for tonight in
order to discuss the events of
press civil charges.
(Please turn to page 5)
reportedly
week.
last
committee
The

Execomm pleas for time
fail to stall court action

Anti-SDSers rally

Friday injunction get to be served

Eight to ten M iT students march to the Student Center as part of an
anti-SDS demonstration Sunday afternoon. Carrying signs reading
"No Amnesty for Albert" and "Expel SDS", the group gathered
inside the Institute and marched first to the mass meeting held by
RLSDS. Later, followed into the Student Center by several
photographers from local newspapers, the group got into a brief
scuffle with people inside the building. Holding the "No Amnesty"
Photo by BobElkin
sign is Robert Bailey '72 of Bexley Hall.

,-.

Institute lawyers had obtained an injunction against the
students and non-students who
occupied the President's office
last week, it' was revealed Saturday.
The temporary restraining
order, which was obtained late
Friday, is still in effe.t and can
be used against any further occupations of rooms. It has not
yet been served, however, and
will not be unless further occupations take place.
President Howard Johnson said
Saturday that preliminary arrangements were underway to
serve the court's order on the
occupiers when they left voluntarily.

In related legal developements, the Institute announced
Saturday that work had begun
to bring charges against those

who occupied the offices. Institute lawyers were determining
the exact nature of the charges,
but it was announced that the
charges being studied include
trespass, breaking and entering,
theft and publication of files,
and others. Regarding the stealing and publication of letters
from files, Johnson said that this
"endangers the privacy of every
member of our faculty. Padlocks
cannot be substituted for mutual
trust in a free university".
It was also announced that on
two occasions demonstrators
sought to interrupt regular
classes and carry on discussions
related to their activities in the
President's office. In each case
they were ejected.
The two classes which were
interrupted were a nutrition class
taught by Associate Professor

Edwin D. Bransome and a metallurgy class taught by Professor
John Wulff. In an official statement, the Institute said that
Bransome personally ejected a
demonstrator, while Wulff did
the samie with the help of his
students.
,

CORRECTION
Friday's issue of The Tech identified one of the RLSDS rally speakers

as Paul Sullivan '71. It was actually
Paul R. Sullivan '73.
In the same article, it was stated
that there was an initial confrontation outside the "Corporation Conference Room." Actually, the confrontation took place outside the
main entrance to the suite of offices
occupied by the President and the
Chairman of the Corporation, and
the door which was broken through
was a separate entrance to the President's office, which is normally kept
locked.
i
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vote "complicity vow
demands of the Harvard OBU
By Don Arltin
for 20%
A new list of demands and a including their demand
complicity statemsent supporting black workers on construction
the sit-in in projects.
the participants ofsoffic
The meeting also approved
in
the wet-n
President Johnso
as mfeeting heled two mass rallies. The first will be
the result of a ma as meeting held
tomorrow at noon in the lobby
Sunday.
Building 7. The second will be
Several hundreed members of of
on registration day.
RLSDS, MITSDS
Vandalism discussed Weathermen,
last
in
and their supp ortersorters
The discussion started with
in last
week's occupatic )n of Adminisabout damage to the
questions
meeting
;nd
the
tration offices he
occupied offices. It was stated
the
in the Reading
that during the occupation a
Student Center ait 3 pm -to cis- vote had been taken and that a 5
cuss the action al ready taken, nd to 1 majority were against vanto plan further activities. favorofdalism, but that a few people
int
The meeting vcoted
irnfavo re-o had broken discipline and dones
tie
four proposals. 1
sponse to the berLief that 10 to some damage; still, the group
30 people were tc be arrestedon had attempted to make some
Monday and cha rged with tres- cleanup before they left. The
passing, was to c irculate a corn- general sense of the meeting was
plicity statement rstlating at all that although the damage done
of the signers par ticipated in the was irrelevant .anddoneminiscule
by the
compared to that
occupation.
in Vietnam and
MIT
and
US
Dema
The second p:Lroposal was for Roxbury, still it was a bad thing
a petition with a list of demands politically because the Adminiswhich would be used as a basis tration could use it as an excuse
for future action S.The demands to ignore the real issues. taken,
Although no vote was
will be:
was suggested that people
it
1. An end to war-related rewant to participate in
might
CAM,_MIRV,
ly
search, specificall
next week at
demonstrations
MTI, the helic
S. I. Hayawhen
Northeastern
project,
opter
ABM, and Inter
Francisco
San
of
President
kawa,
munism
there.
a
speech
gives
State
......
2. No GE rec :ruters on campus until the end of the strike

Alberts father scores trial
(Ed. 's-Note: The following are
(From the letter to President Chairman but continued to sit in
judgement. Such little disqualifiby
excerpts from letters sent
Johnson)
Tech
The
to
father
Mike Albert's
Rule 1 (That"no member of cation is no more adherence to
and President Johnson and are the Committee who is involved the mandate of the principle and
reprinted here with his permit- in the particularcase other than the rule than a claim of a wansio.)O
as a member of the Committee, ton to chastity because she is
is clear, only a little pregnant. That ProfThe letter was prompted after will sit in judgement)
in essor Lamson is a gentle man as
categorically
and
a New Year's Eve one-hour tele- unequivocal of the accepted tru(Please turn to page 7)
recognition
phone conversation with Presiof
court
in
a
ornot
whether
dent Johnson in which he sug- ism,
gested that I come to Cambridge law, that an accuser may not be
and the
to confer with him on Friday, a judge. Theof principle
or
no
exceptions
admit
rule
January 2nd, at 2 o'clock. I
compromises.
informed him that it was imposThe defendant (a legal term
sible for me to be in Cambridge,
by Professor' Lamsdn, the
used
not only because of professional
of the Committee)
Chairman
engagements, but particularly
with disrespect tocharged
was
because of the condition of my
Lamson. When
Professor
ward
health. I requested a week's adhimself,
disqualify
to
challenged
journment, which was refused.
the imof
in
acknowledgement
When I suggested that I be persurLamson
Professor
propriety,
mitted to deliver a:memorandum
as
position
his
only
on the subject, and suggested the rendered
impossibility of preparing that
prior to Monday January 5th
insisted that I make every effort
to mail it on Friday January
NEW MODERN PHARMACY
2nd. I received a phone call on
Monday January 5th, at about
238 MAIN STREET, CAMBRIDGE
10:30am, informing me that the
Right in the heart of MIT
letter had not been received, and
(Near Kendall Post Office)
later in the afternoon my secretary received a message that it
"CATERING TO YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS"
had been received. On January
FULL LINE OF COSMETICS, GIFTS, SUNDRIES
5th the letter of the President
confirming the decision of the
Committee was mailed.
Tell them you saw this ad in The Tech.
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KENDALL DRUG CORPORATION

492-7790
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3. An end to the harassment
and speed-up of campus workers and the reemoval of Sal
Ciulla as superviseor
4. The rescind ing of past punishments, and th e reinstatement
of Albert, with noo new discipline
or. legal action against participants in the occurpation
5. The abolitioon of the Disci-

pline Committee.
The petition will end with a
statement of soli idarity witx the
..........
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Our 13th Annual
Tailored-toMeasure sale
beains January 19th!

I cta On...

The Paulists arrived on- the

West Side of New York City
in 1858. In 1895 they movcd
into San Francisco's Chin;ltown and into the fringes of
Chicago's Loop in 1904..
They'r still there.
Times change. Neighborhoods-change. Sometimes they go up.
Sometimes they go down but through it all the Paulist
stays. As long as there are
people to be served the Plaulist
will be there.

The Paulist may be in the
same old place but he constantly does neiw things. That's
one of the characterislics of
the Paulist order: using their'
own' individual talents in new
ways to mect the needs of a

I

I

I.

New York, N.Y. 10019 .
mop'..

reg. $170 to $200.

SPORTCOATSk
$9O reg. 115 to 125.

in the ghettos.
If you have given some thought
to becoming a Priest, write for
an illustrated brochure and a
copy of our recent Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:
- Vocation Director

Ibt.

(coats and trousers)

Extra trousers, $40. Vests, $25.

fast-changing world in the colleges .. in communications .

Room 200
415 West 59th Street

SUIT
$1 35

I
'1
1s_1

Last year during our Tailored-toMeasure Sale, we suited over 1000
men with suits and sport coats. So
come early for your best choice of
the wide selection of fabrics. There
are quality imported worsteds, cheviots, flannels and Dacront and wool
tropicals, including spring-fall, summer and winter weights. Have your
sport coat tailored in tweed or shetland.
Whether you want the traditional
3-button or the high fashion styles,
you are assured superb fit by our
master tailors. And at this sale you
can get a Tailored-to-Measure suit
for what a regular suit would cost.
Orders of $100 or more may be put
on the 30-60-90 day payment plan
and charged with Coop-only, CoopMaster Charge or Coop-CAP cards
without finance charge.

CHOOSE FABRICS
AND BE MEASURED
AT HARVARD SQUARE
OR M.I.T. STUDENT CENTER.

I

I

MASTER CHARCE
AND
CAP CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED
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On occupying offices
The recent occupation of.President Howard
Johnson's office by a coalition of revolutionaries
was the least constructive action this campus has
seen in a long time. It has polarized the campus
and caused a vast majority to move several steps to
the right out of fear. The atmosphere has been
poisoned, and the pros] ects of reform have
dimmed.
All of this is desirable if you believe the
Inatitute and American society'to be so bankrupt
that they must be overthrown. While we have
actively pressed for a variety of reforms which we
deem essential, we shudder at the thoughtof
tearing down what we already have. While much of
our criticism of society is along the lines- of the
revplutionaries, we would not be so presumptious
to assume that we understand all the world's ills or
that they can be blamed on the oversimplified
abstractions of "capitalism" or "imperialism."
Consequently, we can only condemn acts of
coercion designed to force a point of view on the
communify. Our best opportunity to improve
society without throwing away what we already
have will exist in an open, ndn-polarized
atmosphere in which people may act without fear
of intimidation.
. While we regret that the cases of MIT students
involved in the occupation cannot- be handled
--

internally, the Institute had little choice other
than pressing civil charges under thi present
circumstances. No amount of discipline reform
will produce a system based on assumptions which
will be accepted by the revolutionaries.
Furthermore, any attempts to handle this case
after discipline reform would result in handling the
case using the rules of an ex post facto' nature,
which would be unsatisfactory.
Hereafter, if the Institute is to be a viable entity
and if the present poisoned state of
student-faculty relations is to be corrected, a
number of things must happen. The faculty will
have to rise above the vindictive mass-psycology of
the last faculty meeting and begin to deal with
students as individuals again. The administration
must deal with legitimate student representatives
on the issue of judicial reform, not on the basis of
the occupation of the President's office but iather
on the basis of the motion passed by the General
Assembly last week and the actions of the General
Assembly force. Finaly, the student body will have
to consider whether it had a stake in the present
system, and if so, it must act in -concern wiht other
elements of the community to establish a social
contract based" on assumptions shared by the
entire community.
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Mistakes or both sides

by Bruce Schwartz
----

breaking and -entering, assault
(on Campus Patrolmen), verbal
intimidation, vandalism, theft-..
does anyone really believe that
MIT students would tolerate
these.acts in normal times,. that
they would contenance even.for
a moment such an assault upon
an institution they loved, respected and, felt to be in the
right?
MITE"stads'. a cu'sed-.' in;' the''
dent stitke or a'_taculty':revolt
which may end with -1oward eyes of its students. Its answers
Johnson fleeing to the North have been less than satisfactory.
Woods. (Ilil bet he wishes now Howard' Johnson talks.' about
he'd taken the presidency of conversion: Charles Miller's letGeneral Foodswhen he had the ter bursts the balloon. On the
one hand HoJo says "most of
chance!
Why? The events of last week our students oppose the Viethave severely-shaken the faculty, nam 'war"-he might explain the
not surprisingly. They are now intent of his letter to"General
painfully aware thatradical stu- Groves concerning Sanctuary.
dents will resort to battering Excuse me, Howard, I particirams, will vandalize offices and pated in Sanctuary; I -feel besteal letters. They also know trayed.
The radicals (oh, sorrythat radicals will enter and disrupt classes. They remember revolutionaries), in their private
(and probably with no little discussions, will 'hypocritically
fear) that Weathermen proposed tell you their goal is not to win
beating up Max Millikan and the demands but to force polariIthiel Pool last November. The zation and "build the movefaculty is scared. They feel ment".But they aren't really prothreatened, and their logic lares- ducing polarization; just exponse is "Save us, Howard, or -posing and widening it. It was
else!"-because they won't settle there already, that gulf between
for less. Hence, the swift action pro-war and anti-war, between
of the administration to get to freak and GE board member,,
the court.
between liberal capitalists and
Me atnwhile, moderate stu- nascent socialists. Maybe things
dents express anger that the mat- would be different hadn't the
ter is being taken out of the 'Johnson and Nixon years
(mythical) MIT community, and seemingly scuttled the viability
want the administration to wait of liberalism, but now the root
until after a new internal ju- of the matter is: are you for thediciary can be set up to handle status quo or against it, and does
MIT students' cases, And if their MIT enforce it or can MIT be a
demands are not met, they' may force for changing it?
help precipitate the big strike.
Many of us suspect that the
Which is, of course, what the Institute is the bastion of inertia,
revolutionaries want.
and that's why we aren't rushing
Bullshit, all of it.'The issue is to its defense. Maybe the faculty
not and never has been internal wants it that way; it often looks
judiciary apparatus. No disci- that way.
plinc committee, however SoFor my part, I only wish that
momonic, could have given Al- demands were negotiable and
bert a fair hearing. He didn't both opposing extremeties
want one, because he knew he would give the other side, and
was guilty of the charges against me, a little time. But they won't,
him. Indeed, you have to manrel looks like, so here comes the
a little at Lamson's restraint. apocalypse. When I've wept for
Would you sit still while people the jailed, and cursed the godshouted "pig" at you?
damn human race, maybe 'll
The issue isn't fairness of want to head for the North
discipline; the issue is MIT's Woods.
right to administer,discipline in
Maybe there won't be a unithe first place. Does it hare versity worth attending left.
moral legitimacy in the eyes of What will we be, with all the
its students? Consider the acts differences, all the rancor and all
committed in the occupation of the bitterness sitting like a rotthe President's office. Trespass, ted feast on our table?
About six months ago Mike
Albert told BenS'nyder he expected to be- 'in ijail in six
months, and that Ben would
help put him there.. And now,
apparently, he's about to fulfill
his prophecy. Others will go
-with him. The next step in the
destruction of MIT as we know
it (Bernie' Feldman said thatlast
October)' should be either a stu-

By Bob Dennis
Upon returning from vacation, my first reaction to the
expulsion of Mike Albert was
that thie Administration had.
made its second major tactical
blunder of this academic year.
The first had been the "firing" of "Doc" Draper. This
move had little effect on the
radical students - who realized
'tliat: the-'only "conversion" tha t
had taken place was in the name
of the Director. Instead, the
shakeup only served to further
arouse the disillusionment of the
I-Lab workers toward the admih'istration.
The Albert expulsion was ill-conceived because of the opportunity it presented to the
radicals, whose November Actions had fallen short of ex.pectations in their impact and
who seemed to be in need of
something to incite them to new,
"actions".
Considering the questionable
nature of the charges that were
explicitly leveled against Albert
and the manner in which the
hearings were conducted, the
radicals certainly had a plausible
issue with which to start.
The expulsion had illuminated the shortcomings of the
Institute's judicial process and
the dubious, legitimacy -of the
Discipline Committee itself.
From nmy own viewpoint, it was
difficult to respect the judge-

1.3 W-1111

ment of this committee; the'one
student member of the committee with whom I was somewhat familiar had recently par ticipated 'in a snowball incident
which resulted in several broken
windows' in the dormitory of
which he is Judicial Committee
Chairman.
Their concern for the fairness
of the disciplinary proceedings
having been echoed by the two
major campus newspapers as
well as many respected members
of the faculty, the radicals had a
legitimate cause upon which to
`-base their protest. Unfortunately, to concisely summarize the
result of the course they-chose,
they blew it.
In the wake of last- week's
action, there is destruction-'not
only in the physical damage to
the offices they occupied but
also of any early chance of
having their cause advanced.
For its next move, the SDS is
now planning the distribution of
-a petition among· the community. Common sense would
have told them that this course,
an attempt to document wide.spread support, should have
been their first mode of action
instead of the senseless groping
for the revolutionary thrills that
they undertook.
Ns a result of the radicals'
-action, the administration,
which initially seemed receptive.
to a reasoned review of the

disciplinary process,- has now
been forced to adopt a hardened
line in response to the outrage
that the occupation has engendered both at MIT and across the
nation., It is unfortunate that
there will now' be little if any.
opposition from this community
as those who sought justifiable
change in the system. will instead
become, the next victims of the
Institut' s discip
ne .process.: . ~,-.~
.In 'his post-occupation
·statement, President Johnson
stressed that the faculty as well
as the rest of the student body
solidly opposed the takeover.Indeed, judging from the sparse
attendence at the pre-occupation
rally and at Sunday's -"mass
meeting" and the predominant
indifference of most students to
the occupation, very few students seemed 'to be at all aroused
b y the fact that the administration' had' expelled the
president of .the student body.
Whether it is a reflection of the
fact that student government is
still irrelevant to many students,
,of general '.antipathy to the antics of Mike Albert and company, or of the simple fact that
the 'typical. MIT student-although being more conscious of the world outside him
than were his .predecessors-is
still a politically inactive "tool",
it appears that Howard Johnson
has a "Silent Majority" of his
own at his side.
A nother thought-provoking
incident of the occupation occured during a debate in the
"liberated" President's office between students and a distraught
alumnus who argued that the
President ought to be more responsive to the alumni than to
the students. Unfortunately, the
critical financial situation of private universities today does require the Institute to maintain
the support of its alumni. Nevertheless, we do live in-a time of
necessary change both at the
national level and at MIT and.
generally speaking, today's stu'dents perceive the need for
change more than do their elders
and their time horizon is much
shorter. Although their cause is
ren dered more difficult by
events. such as last week's, there
are many concerned and responsible students at this Institute who' can and should
be-and in many cases, already
are-involved in working for
reasoned change at MIT.'

------------

ear (ir) n. A small box
appearing in either of theupper corners of the
front page of a newspaper.
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INSTITUTE HURDLES

APOCALYPSE; D-LABS MOQVING
WHILE RADICALS PROFLIGATE
-

RADICALS AT
KRESGE FOR
LIFE RAP
A national conference ot radicali. youth, held -in MIT's Kresge

Auditorium as part of a nationwide week of political activities,
has been declared a failure by
high-ranking delegates who attended.
Those present smoked White
Owl cigars, jingled change in the
pockets of greyflannel suits, and
listened to the music of Mantovani in an attempt to understand
the life-styles of the alienated
middle class. Bernadine Dohrn

was reported in satisfactory condition in the newly liberated
maternity ward of Beth Miami
Hospital after her face broke out
when she inhaled the smoke of
tobacco leaves.
The conference got off to a
bad start when MIT Provost
Jerome Weasel, an invited member of the old left, agreed that
"immediate withdrawal" was a
sound policy, though.the two
clashed over the application of
the concepts. Cries of "Fuckc
you, Weasel, we've~had enough
of your' Playboy articles!"
drowned out the provost.
In another incident outside
Kresge, portfolioless sVP Kenneth R. Waddly was approached
by a naked woman, who assualted him with tepid Mazola oil and

I

made lewd suggestions. Professor
Rolo-Christ corroborated Waddly's testimony, though he added that it was not a woman,
but a girl, who precipitated the
incident. Waddly was thwarted
in his efforts to' remove the
provocateur by campus cops,
who threw themselves in his
path screaming "arrest me! arrest me!" in squealing voices.
Greek Freedom Fighter George
Katchyourfeces, who was standing nearby singing '"Onassis was
Right" to the tune of "We shall
overcome", denied this took
place.
Institute officials, frustrated
and wanting to blow off steam,
occupied the UAP's office after
breaking in with an illegal master
key fabricated in a metallurgy
lab, only to find that the office
had been cleaned out several
days previously, and that the
radical leaders were not present.
The officials then moved to
the lobby of Building 7, where a
mock trial was held. Prof. Roy
Lambsen could not be located to
act the part of the judge; rumors
have it that he has flown to
Mexico to appear in divorce proceedings resulting from an incident in which he jokingly told
his wife he was Julius Hoffman.
Meanwhile, the radicals adjourned their meeting, and, splitting into groups, moved on the
Institute's parking facilities,
which were all offed, with the
exception of Westgate.
Thousands of Westgate parking
stickers have been sent to members of the Institute community
on MIT presidential stationery
by the radicals.
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Dropper Labs form a
separate Corporation
I

began moving
New company to complete I intoLabthepersonnel
NASA buildings today.
MIRV, ABM contracts
Dozens of FBI agents cordoned
off the areas around the loading
on old NASA site
docks of several IL buildings to
By Skits Enderson
In a surprise move, the
Charles Stick Dropper (formerly
Instrumentation) Laboratories
will leave MIT and move into the
buildings being vacated by
NASA in Cambridge, Dropper
announced today with an elfin
grin.

prevent breaches of security as
top-secret records and instruments were transferred to
Brink's trucks for transportation
to the new quarters.
CSD moves into the former
NASA site by virtue of an agreement reached last Friday between NASA administrator
Thommass Pain and Defense
Secretary Melvin Laird, transferring the buildings from NASA
jurisdiction to the DoD. DoD in
turn will lease the buildings to

The move followed the formation over the weekend of the
CSD Instrumentation Corporation and the decision by the
L, a-"Z
..Department of Defense to transfer all the contracts it presently CSD for $1 per year.
CSD engineers dllscuss mockup for Moving Target Eliminator (MTE) maintains with the labs through
"Doc" Dropper also disclosed
at new headquarters in former NASA site.
that CSD would, in addition to
MIT
to
the
new
corporation.
Photo by HaroldFolderal
completing the MIRV, ABM,
I
and helicopter contracts, embark
on new work funded by DoD to
the tune of $130,00,000 per
year.
At a press conference in the
gleaming, ultra-modern auditorI
ium/steam room of the NASA
Finboard Chairman Gyp Fale jis due to this fiscal irresponsibil- site, Dropper and his colleagues
announced today that his com- jity.
(the new board of directors of
mittee would submit a motion
The Institute was put on pro- CSD) unveiled models of some
next Tuesday's General As- 1bation by Finboard last year. At of their new projects, such as:
Institute defies everything; I to
sembly meeting to have the the time, the reasons given were
Antisubmarine Sonic System:
Johnson reported flying board stop funding the Institute. the -unacceptable funding CSD will develop a weapon
According to the statement sources and the large amounts of designed to match the resonant
to the Vatican
by Fale, "MIT has shown gross money taken as pay by the frequency of Soviet submarine
hulls, destroying them invisibly.
negligence in its financial mat- officers of the organization.
i. ...... '.....'. _ 1
.lI....w..............CSD officials said that half an
Pope Paul VI has placed MIT ters and has repeatedly asserted
Antisubmarine Sonic' System
under papal interdict, according that it was going to change
The
Daily
Reamer
has
would be installed on the new
to the Vatican newspaper L'Os- funding sources toward a more
learned,'
through
usually
Poseidon
submarine John Foster
acceptable
balance and stability.
servatore Paisano. The action
reliable
sources,
that
MIT
Dulles,
now
being built in NewIt
has
neglected
to do so." In
came only weeks after the PonPresident
Howard
Weasly
port
News,
Virginia. Radicals
additioh,
the
comptroller
of
the
I
tiff's address to pilgrims at Saint
Johnson
will
resign
his
have
pointed
out that this proorganization,
Paul
Cutestick,
has
Peter's on the occasion of the
post
at
the
school
to
ject
has
applications
to peoples'
steadfastly
refused
to
submit
the
festival of Epiphany, in which he
accept
a
position
as
presiInstitute's
books
for
a
Finboard
wars,
such
as
that
in
Vietnam,
said:
dent
of
General
Foods.
audit.
This
move
to
"spin-off'
"Science, which opens so
(Please go to page 3)
II
many roads to natural truth and the Institute, according to Fale,.
precedes supernatural truth,
does not increase the religious
sense but weakens it and sends it
to sleep."
That, plus a tip from radical
By Dirty Eddie Marconi
And Fathers Italian Association. dissent."
Catholic students that the
in a series of surprise moves The reason for the merger is
D-Labs [formerly I-Labs] were
"At first", Johnson conto be converted to research in today, President Howard Weasly based in the large number of tinued, "we had considered subbirth control methods, led to the Johnson of the Massachusetts uncontrollable student protests contracting our work in control
papal decree against the Insti- Institute of Technology an- of late. "The M.A.F.I.A.", ex- of student affairs, but inflation
tute. In announcing his action, nounced plans for the merger of plained Johnson, "has been long has made this impossible." Apthe Pope said "MIT is guilty of the Institute with the Mothers known for their power to quell parantly good torpedoes are getting harder and harder to find.
crimes against nature, and crimes
~~~~~smrB~~~~~b~~~y_~
In addition, the police are now
in the eyes of God. Any man
demanding bigger and bigger
who blindly follows such an
payoffs. As an example, a scant
institution in its evil path must
few years ago murders were only
also stand condemned in the
$200 each; broken arms were
eyes of God"
$75 each or 2 for $125; acid in
The interdict makes it a morthe
face $75 (sulfuric) and 75
tal sin for any Roman Catholic
cents
(citric). Today murders are
to attend MIT. President
$300, arms $100 and $150, and
Howard Weasly Johnson was reacid $75 and $3.
portedly flying to Rome at press
The new organization will be
time, to seek dispensations so
known as the Mothers And Fathat Catholic students could
thers Italian Association.
continue to attend the Institute.
It has been rumored that
Meanwhile, the Office of PubJohnson (alias "Howie the
lic Relations issued a release,
Weasel") -has changed his name
heatedly denying that Charles
to Guido Johnsoni. Despite the
Stick Dropper. vice director of the
fact that Jay Hammerschlag
Labs, had flown to Houston for
changed his naine to Giovanni
talks with Billy Grahm.
Hammeroni he was only given
Cardinal Cushion of the Archcontrol
of the grenade throwing
diocease of Boston also issued a
Two members of the Mothers And Fathers Italian Association
statement denying that the conduct a seminar for college administrators in protest control. The range. Needless to say, all Greeks
will be rapidly disposed of.
church had any plans to attempt methods used by the Association have proved to
be the most
(Pleasego to page 3]
effective currently in use.

POPE ISSUES- Finboard-spins, -off MIT
RUL'E AGAINST over bookkeeping dispute
-'UNGODLY' MIT
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A parting blow
This issue brings Volume 69 of The Reamer to
a grinding halt. While it is a time of ratiocination
Bored of Directors
and retrenching for the rag as new editors take it
Little Tin God
.................
Greg Arenson '70 over, the Institute whose affairs we have been
Chief Spewer
. ....
....
... .......
. . Steve Carhart '70 representing remains agog. It - and The Reamer Head Tyrant .. ..............
. ......
Reid Ashe '70 is searching for the self-confidence and sense of
Editorial Bored .......
....
Carson Agnew '70, Bob Dennis '70 tile faculty which have been eroded by the war
Randy Hawthorne '71 and our increasing recognition of the gap between
Chief Jockwriter
. . . . . .. . .
..
. Ray Kwasnick '71 the nation's expressed intentions and its repressed
Dirty Pictures and Model Rocketry Dep't. ...
.
Craig Davis '7 II desires.
Fun 'n' Games ...
Today we are witnessing a disintegration of that
I Bob Fourer '72
................
Madison Avenue ..
consensus.
Not only has a generation learned from
...
. . . . . . .. .Steve Bailey '72
Chief Moneygrubbers
.....
Doug Coonley '72, Pete White '72 the Vietnam war that it cannot trust .its own
Reproduction Manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Eric Calonius President; it has also learned from experiencing
education that it can do without. Consequently,
His Assistant . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . Mono Stockman
.Joe Kashi '72, Alex Makowski '72 moreand more undergraduates have become disJunior Bullspewers . . .
.Doh Arkin '72 enchanted with the Institute's emphasis on 18.02,
Jockwriter sub 2 . . -. ...... ........ ....
. . Gary DeBardi '72 which seems to fit one only to be an inquisitive,
............
Associate Cameranut
Bromberg '70 hyper-effete cog in a machine he can't contemTamer of the IBM . . . .... . . .. .k. . ..Me
............
. . Joe Kubit '70 plate and MIT's complicity in monstrosities like
Lord High Embezzler
...............
Scott Berg '73 CTSS.
Outgoing Money...
This policy of rushing madly about greasing
....
Rich Gulik'73
.......
.... .....
Incoming Money ....

-

.

,~~
ii

.

Fred Zerhoot '73
..........
Paper Placement by ..
John Jurewicz '71
.............
Resident Filthy Hippie
Harold Federow'70
......
............
Chief Federow .....
Keeper of the Schwartz
.........
..........
(Vacant)iI
Coolies, Flunkies, Peons, and the like
Reproduction Stajff . . . . . .Bill Roberts '72, Steve Rovinsky '72
Sandy Wiener '72, Cindy O'Connell '73
CurtReeves '73, Len Tower '73
All-night Staff .
................
Sandy Cohen '73
News Staff . . .. .. . . .. Betty Bennet '71, Harvey Baker '72
Dick King '72, Ted Lichtenstein '72
Olds Staff . . . .....
Duff McRoberts '72, Bruce Schwartz '72
Bob Elkin '73, Lee Giguere '73
DisportingStaff ...
.....
.
. Jay Zager '70, Buzz Moylin '73
EntertainingStaff . .....
Jeff Gale '70, Emmanuel Goldman G
Ed Markowitz '70, Gary Bjerke '72
Mike Feirtag '72, Bruce Laird '72
Bob Rozenberg '72
. Pete Peckarsky '6
News from Foggy Bottom by
.
.
.
Frank Taylor '71, Cary Ezzell '73
Shutters .
Tom Jahns 73, Dave Johnston '73

SCHWARTZEYED
by Bruce Schiz
B.S. having- left my bed and

board, I am no longer
responsible for his debts.

N. Mailer
Brooklyn
Scene: black sky painted over
by invisible hand; world washed
in Institute grey; Matches my
mood. Fear. Walks around
haunting the buildings, Push it
back and it penetrates, creeps
around your edges and clamps
tiny pincers on your block. Row
Aspiring bfows. FOOLS!) Coolies ...
Wendy Erb '72, John Liu G of blue, five foot two, neat files
of pain, marching down GuniSecond-rate postage paid at Boston, Massachusetts. The Daily Reamer is
published every Tuesday and Friday during the college year, except during smoke street, at ME! I cringe.
Icollege vacations, floods, famines, earthquakes, finals, commons meals, and
The question will come in the
other such catastrophic acts of nature, by The Daily Reamer, MIT Stud coming night. Better to flee.
ICenter, 84 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Telephone: Area Code 617; 864-6900 extension 2731, or 8765855. United States Who knows what evil lurks in
Mail subscription rates $4.50 for one year, $8.00 for-two years, delivered in the hearts of men? The Shadow
knows, or must I someday stand
I plain brown wrapper. (Offer void where prohibitedby-law.)
I
d and fight? Perhaps, darkly, for
what's right, but certainly for
survival now that the adrenalin
has ebbed.
Who could imagine that they
would freak out at MIT? I dream
cracked skull, but I'm Press,
they can't do that to me! (So?)
move along '"I'm -moving I'm

IGet
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moving" clear out and then the
stick (There's a book in this
somewhere). So these are pigs en
masse.
Going home means many
things. Chasing Jersey tomatoes,
the loss of hair, and a respite
from journalism.
For me, at least, it also means
a lot of unpleasent jolts, some-

thing you can lose in student-infested Boston. Here then are
some notes from Middle
America.
My uncle, who's a pig, knows
business. So here's a few things
he told me about:
Phallic sublimation: You hit
demonstrators over the head
(Pleasego to page 3)

Open 8:00 to 5:30

354-6165

Larrys Barber 9Shop
"for that well-groomed look"
545 Tech Square
(opposite garage
behind East Campus)

. ~ . .....
Serving Techmen for over 3 5 years

,.

SUMMER VACATION TRIPS

New York to London
Round'trip $169 - Now filling

Small deposit and payments

-Send for free details
STUDENIT GLOBE ROAMERS
Box 6575 Hollywood, Florida 33021
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Most Life Insuranceis a Bargain.

Are you smoking more now
but enjoying it less?
Then tell your pusher. Tell him that you want accurate
weights. Tell him that you want good merchandise. Tell him
that you want reasonable prices. And if he doesn't listen, tell
him you'll take your business elsewhere. And do it.
This ad brought to you by:

B& J cannabists, ltd.

each squeaky wheel will work only as a stopgap
measure. If continued indefinitely, the result will
be an inevitable lubrication of the institution as
each interest group finds this is the way to keep
things cool' As long as this philosophy motivates
Institute priorities, whatever common denominator existsbetween groups will approach zero
asymptotically.
It may b e that the Institute will remain in its
-present state of constipation until the government
can square away its own ship and tell the
Omnipotent Multigarchy that our national task at
this point is to attain social justice, save the
environment, stop the arms race, and off
Bob Hope. Since the Omnipotent Multigarchy
doesn't give a damn about what you think, this
should restore our apathy and sense of meaning. If
the Institute is to survive as a viable entity until
that time, however, we must begin now to search
for some teleological foundations on which we can
rebuild our sense and confidence in the perversity
of the Institute.
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When you consider a
savings account running well
into 5 figures as the alternative to life insurance, almost
any kind of life insurance is

alityDope

and

a bargain.

However, when you get
down to close comparisons,
some life insurance is a bigger bargain than others. Well
up on the list of bargains is
SAVINGS BANK LIFE INSURANCE, for d careful
examination will show you
that SBLI is America's lowest cost life insurance for all
Ordinary Life, Endowment,
and Renewable Term.
For example, under the
SBLI 5yearRenewableTerm
Plan, a man of 40 can buy
$25,000 in Savings Bank
Life Insurance for less than
$100 a year* (at age 25, the
cost is less than $75 a
year*.) This makes it possible to provide extra protection--at lowest costat a time when families need
it most. In addition, an
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SBLI 5 year term policy is
automatically renewable and
convertible to any one of
several permanent policies
up to age 65, without additional medicalt examination.
This assures continuity of
protection, no matter what
health condition might develop.
Another reason why SBLI
is a bargain is the fact that
although Massachusetts Savings Bank Life Insurance is
available only to people who
live or work in Massachusetts, you can keep any.
amount you own at the same
low premiums even if you
should leave the state. In
addition, you can find out
for yourself about every
kind of Savings Bank Life
Insurance policy by visiting
our bank, where an SBLI
representative who is an
officer of the bank will be
pleased to answer any questions you may have. Or if you
prefer, write or telephone

un and ask for the free,
informative SBLI FACTS
booklet. And you don't have
to be a depositor or customer of the bank. to receive
this service.
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*Average net annual payment for 5
years, based on 1969 Savings Bank
Life Insurance dividend scale.
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IS 4THAN THE

AMOUNT OF ORDINARY
LIFE INSURANCE IN FORCE
IN MASSACHUSETTS OF

r
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APPROXIMATELY 140 LIFE

INSURANCE COMPANIES
LICENSED IN THE STATE.
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COLUlMBIA RFICORDING ARTIST
.fi

IN CONCERT - SYMPHONY HALL

LIFE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Right in Central Square;,Cambridge, Mass.

WITi TURLEY RICIARl)S
*_~~~~~
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Only your Mutual Savings Bank-offers you Savings Accounts, Mortgage Loans, and Savings Bank -Life Insurance.

CAMBRIDGEPORT SAVING;S BANK

SUNDAY. FEB. 15 at -9:00
I
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An unidentified Cambridge policeman helps remove radical leader
George Katchyourfeces from the house of- Pres. Johnson as Campus
Patrol Capt. Stanley looks for approval from the heavens. The
youthful messiah was at the President's house to protest the
Institute's breaking the MIRV contract as "a move to rob the
revolution of one of its most important issues."

.- th e last turd-

A 1970 cosmology
In a surprise move, in January, the Engineering Faculty
blows up half the campus and
leaves. 300 students are jailed.
MIT President Howard Weasly
Johnson leaves to become president of General Foods.
February: Dropper Labs
move on to the deserted MIT
campus. 2000 undergraduates
transfer to Rindge Tech.
March: Three radicals are
found dead of an overdose of
Rhetoric. Nixon's press secretary
Constantine B. Slimeonides refuses to comment, but a green
beret is found at the scene.
April: Lincoln Labs move to

and negotiates to run "Peanuts"
in his underground GI newspaper. Harvey Baker is found
unconscious in W20483 with
blue pencil marks around his
mouth. He recovers when his
brain is pumied.
October: SDS splits into 25
factions after arguments over
using Soviet- AK47's. Ed Markowitz announces the clearing of
his first million dollars from his
mountain hideaway in Antarctica.
November: Marijauna and
DDT are legalized.
December: Joe Kashili figures
things out. His request to run an
extra is turned down by the
Board. He pouts. Bruce

Argentina.

r

May: Ten Weathermen executed for offing an IBM 360. In
international news, 2,000,000
US and Soviet troops invade Red
China. The Cuban sugar harvest
goes down by half. Nixon is
assassinated by a Polish Freedom
Fighter after the US refuses to
send troops into Soviet-occupied
Poland. VP Agnew ascends to
the throne, despite recurring attacks of lockjaw.
June: Ed Markowitz graduates and announces his engagement to half the female population of Boston. Reid _Ashe is
given a degree and 24 hours to
get off campus. Mike Feirtag
shaves his head and enters a Zen
monastery. Bruce Schwartz's
first novel gets rave reviews, but
does not sell.
July: The United Nations resolves that life is not worth
living; delegates from 120 nations take LSD. Pope Paul blesses the world and, at services
held in Muskogee, Oklahoma,
presses a button which lights up
a 155 foot tall Christmas tree
topped by a Doomsday Machine.
August: The --Doomsday
Machine misfires. The Pentagon
cancells Dropper's contract but
accepts his offer to build a
Doomsday Machine Mark II.
Mike Bromberg sobers up.
September: Urchins overrun
Washington, D.C., and try to
fornicate in the streets without
dropping their rifles. To their
dismay, they find that they are
not yet pubescent. Karen
Waddle resigns as UAVP without
portfolio. Greg Arenson is released from a military stockadeat Fort Benning, Georgia,

Schwartz's second book is coolly

accepted. In a front-page New
York Times Book Review article, Norman Mailer theorizes
that Schwartz is written out.
The world ends, to mixed
reviews. God announces plans to
try again at an unspecified later
date and location.
(Please turn the other cheek)

(Held over from page 1)
where it could be used for shattering Vietcong eardrums.
landing craft' stabilization:
Th6 Navy's IST (landing ships,
tank) have historically had the
defect of wallowing in such a
manner that some 7.4%o of the
Marines landed in the Dominican
Republic were seasick when they
hit the beach. CSD will develop
the LSTS (landing ship, tankstabilized) to eliminate this
problem in all future landings.
Moving Target Eliminator
(MTE): a vast improvement over
the MTI, MTE will be designed
for use from high-flying F-11 I 's.
When it spots a guerilla, it will
release a low-yield (0.25 kiloton)
MIRVed Falcon missile. Accuracy of the missile reportedly
will be about 100 millimeters,
the length of a Benson & Hedges
niter cigarette.
In announcing these projects,
the CSD board raised their right
hands in a toast proposed by
Associate Director Bernie FFilledman: "Hojo's left and
Albert's gone, but Instrumentation keeps right on!"
He was referring to MIT President Howard Weasly Johnson's
announcement yesterday that he
would leave MIT to become
president of General Foods, and
to Albert's expulsion some two
weeks earlier.
Radical groups greeted the
move in the usual manner. Rosa
Lichtenstein SDS voted to occupy the president's office and
demand the reunification of the
Labs with MIT and their conversion, in addition to demands
that MIT give $200,000 to the
Black Panther-Party, that MIT
fire sadistic exam monitor Hal
Kudga, and that Richard Nixon
be declared persona non grata by
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Freedom Fighter
George Katchyourfeces said,
"We're not interested in winning
demands; we want to build a
movement that will off the
state," as he was being carried
off to a waiting Boston Police

Histrionlics-stop the show
at DisciplinaryCommittee

(Held over from page 2)
hard, long, thick nightwith
r'
sticks.
Reverse-Oedipoidal sub,,
··
-· ··
:
stitution: A simple ploy. When a
'·--.'r-'t:--.:ms*;aahibaB
·
demonstrator is a bra-less filthy
degenerate Weathergirl, you
spank her.
"Well, Uncle M, you asked
me once why students become
radicals. There's one answer."
He looked a bit uncomfortable.
Then he asked me what alternative the radicals offered.
And at this point, I almost
reluctantly prepare to lose my
standing as a filthy hippie on
this campus. This is my position,
my fellow Americans, not
Charles Stick Dropper as a necessarily the opinion of this
newspaper. Mine. Because I like
feckless youth.
to think it matters.
Yes, what's the point? AmerCan you dig it?
ica is fucked up. It's full of shit.
Yaaaaah, shit. Shit, shit, shit.
From the mountains to the
praries to the oceans white with
foam. Can ya hear me, Ma?
Aarrrrrrrgh shit.
It would not be justice to call
it 'anything but revolutionary.
But what are you doing the
morn.ng after?
q~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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TEACHERS

NEEDED

Teaching opportunities for beginning
and experienced candidates in private
schools coast to coast. Education
courses not required. Write.

.1

SCHOOL SERVICE
BU REAU'
Tel: 203 - 688-6409

Windsor, Connecticut 06095
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WOULD YOU LIKE TO START
YOUR OWN CHURCH

?

I
We will furnish you with a Church Charter and you can start your own church.
Headquarters of UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH will keep records of your
church and file with the federal government and furnish you a tax exempt
status - all you have to do is report your activities to headquarters four times

a year. Enclose a free will offering.
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLILYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021
i

In a photo taken secretly at a closed Disciplinary Committee
hearing, Dean for Student Affairs Dan Whyfart accuses student body
president Al Mikebert of tresspass against the lords. The Committee
hopes to diversify its activities in the future, and consider cases of
No Doz pushers, pinball tiiters, and person or persons unknown who
throw up on Student Center office floors. It is also considering
-bugging phones, unless the Bell System removes them all first.

T I C E

HOW TO GETA
DOCTOR OF DI VINI TY DEGREE

State. Enterprises. Inc.. a Black
Icomumunity owned corporation in
IRoxbury, dedicated to the economic
Iperticiption of Blacks in the field of
iindustry ad business. offers to pariticiapte -financially in. an economic
I
venture with any person or persons
I
who may have feasible ideas of inventions that rrmay satisfy the goals of
I
panrties.
both
for further details call or contact:

Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by Universal Life Church. along with a
10-lesson course-in the procedure of setting up and operating a non-profit
organization. For a free will offering of S20 we will send you. immediately, all
10 lessons in one package along with a D. D. certificate.
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH

BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD. FI.ORIDA 3302 i

S0tL EntMWlsm, lnc.
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Post Office Box 278K
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went on undisturbed by the
sounds of gunfire from the
former NASA site where 12
Weathermen were shot attempting to plant a stink bomb.
The administration remained
silent. Portfolioless Acting President Dean K. Waddly remained
secluded in Newton contemplating his navel, some said. Assistant to the president Constantine
B. Slimeonides told reporters
from The -Daily Reamer "No
comment".
"Bu.," he said, "don't quote
me on that."

wagon to face Judge Elwood P.
Dowd in the continuation of his
case.(held over from December)
in the Roxbury District Court.
The Boston Tactical cop was
overheard to snicker, "The judge
ain't gonna be happy with you,
Georgie."
MITSUKS denounced the RL
vote as "opportunistic" and renewed its demands that MIT fire
foreman of'janitors Sal Shula.
SACC expressed dismay with everybody. Jonny Cabot said,
."This is exactly what we didn't
want. Of course, SACC is revolutionary, but how can we fight
for conversion when the lab
people won't cooperate?" The
General Assembly could not be
reached for comment. Finals

L

KE
WOULD YOU LIK
TO BECOME
A MINISTER?

ORDINATION is without question and for life. LEGAL in all 50
states and most foreign countries. Perform legal marriages, ordinations and funerals. Receive discounts on some fares. Over 265,000
ministers have already been ordained. Minister's credentials and
license sent; an ordainment certificate for framing and an ID card for
your billfold. We need your help to cover mailing, handling, and
administration costs. Your generous contribution is appreciated.
ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.
U NIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 8071
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33314

264 Warren Strmet
'Roxbury, Massachusetts

445-0355
I I
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Typical joe

{Ed. Note: This letter was nocturnally received at our Cambridge
offices. A similarly nameless telephone call convinced us to print it
Its content deserves to be justly and fully read to appreciate the
subtSe nuances of style, and sophisticated polemical technique of
those in power.
eeoamben 30,

On Saturday the Tech speedsters turned the modified rhomboidal hardpan of Rockwell
Cage into an abbatoir as they
slaughtered the Brunswickians of
Bowdoin, 70-34. MIT captured
eight of twelve first places. Both
the varsity and freshman cindermen continue to terrorize the
ranks of collegiate-indoor track,
en route to their fist national
championship.
In the broad jump, Al Lau
furthered his assualt on Bob
Beamon's world record with a
26' 83/4" leap. Unfortunately,
Lau fouled on this attempt, nullifying the jump; he had to settle
for second place. Charlie "Seagram" Gentry cleared the crossbar at 16' 2" to lead teammates
Gloweinka and Rich to a sweep
ofthe vault. [Charlie's nickname
-has nothing to do with USC's
Bob Seagren.]
In the high jump Al Lau and
Ty Rabe went 1-2. Lau demonstrated the efficacy of his technique (theLau Flop) in which
he passes over the bar with his
head tangent to it and his body
perpendicular to the bar. This
unique style was recently publi-

1969

.r.. Tam3e? 4. "mttn
?-partmrnt of rtet~
20C014
V'ashinston, '.:C.
7ea? Mr. "mith,
I appreciate very much your taking the time to writ me and
me your views. I am, of course, dismayed to hear of the conclusionQ
tell
J believe they are based upon a wrong
which you have stated becaust
I can certainly understand thie
Interpretation of the fact- at M.I.'T.
interpretation in view or your reliance on the rapt Villgae Obher. The
idea that we have ignored the issues -aired by the ;ovember ;ctions is
patently ridiculous. Ve are concerne' that ouch well intentioned and
deeply moral people as r.. Alper-t are disturbed with the Institute and
R-e t-ylng to conform with their sincere critiilsFm. 'est assured that
we are following a policy of searching reappraisal of our ,ommitaentP
and -hall not be coerced by such vocal minorities as Mr. Aslop.
First, despit- the need to appease warmongering imperialista among
the faculty and alumni lets enlightened than yourself, we have continued to make our facilities available to reeponeible groups or dissenters
such as Rosa Letchtenstein SDS and have continued to present -ubsqtntive
issues for them to galvanize mass action around. Not only that, the
Institute has initiated a policy of farming out the more notoriou. -warmongerers on its staff, such as (the late) Max Mulligan and "Doc" Charles
Stock Droper. '- are now in the process of finding worthwhile projects
to which to convert the I-Labs for the benefit of the Third ''orld, in
lieu of pointlessly allowing them to pass out of existence.
Of course, we have not decided-to allow the I-Labs to continue on
their present course ind'efinitely, but once again are only continuing
them in their present mode to soothe the nore'reactionary elements of
the communitty and to present concrete cauEes for dedicated revolutlonaries to build mras discontent and lead to true revolution, and not
false and halfway reform.
In line with this policy we have recently taken disciplinary
against Michael Alpert and Mr. Katzyurfeces so that they may have
real examples of "represslon", and so that they would not have to
with the forms of M.I.T. student life which tend to distract them
their true work towards the revolution.

action
more
bother
from

Finally, I feel thnT YOU have every reason to be proud of the
Institute, for although we must preserve our public image of disapproval,
we feel that v'e are playing our necessary part as a true vanguard of the
reveluticr.,and we hope to take our place with you in the future socialist
people's republic.

cized in Sports Illustrated and
Aviation Weekly.
Mike McClure and Ray Mayer
proved to be a hazard to th e
thinclads, as their heaves in the
shot and 35 pound weight consistently exceeded 70 feet, often
landing in the'track.
Tech also dominated action
on the cinders by taking all but
one first. In the 50 yard dash,
Captain Larry Kelly offered to

Right on,

Howard ''eamly Johnson
HWJ:cbs

I

I,

buy the officials each a pair of
glasses, after he had been adjudged second in a close finish. The
dispute arose when the Accrueton phototimer misfunctioned.
Human error-was the reported
cause of the difficulty. Eric Darling brought the capacity crowd
to its feet when he won the mile
in 3:48.2. Bobby Myers was
third-with a pedestrian 4:05.
Henry "Erv" Hall and Al "Richmond Flowers". Lau finished
first and second in the high
hurdles. The-trio of John Owens,
Chip Kimball, and Larry Kelly
sweetened the score by sweeping
the 600 in a phenomenal 1: 17.0.
Pat Sullivan and Bobby Myers
were first and third in the 1000.
The two-mile saw Rich- "Slick'
Goldhor triunph over Cuneo of
Bowdoin and his teammate Craig
."Fish" Lewis. This was Goldhor's second consecutive win
over Lewis, who now owes Goldhor two milkshakes in their
intense personal rivalry. However, "Fish" promises a comeback and a few frappes of his
own. MIT also won the mile
relay for a little icing on the
cake. The team of Hoffman,
Kimball, Owens, and Kelly turned in excellent splits of 50.2,
49.7, 48.0, and 49.9, defeating
the Bowdoin team of Batton,
Barton, Durstine, and Osborne.
The Whiz Kids of '73 annihilated Bowdoin by an even larger
margin, 80-21. The Engineer
frosh won every event, with
Kaufman, Borden, and Moore
coming up with double wins.
Brian Moore put the 16 Pound,

shot 408' IP" to break his' own
record
I
MITr athletic director Hloss
ras unavailable for inter:i
A two hundred pound
svew wrestler told this reporter
that Hloss was busy unliberating
the una bath, which was being
the sau
occupi ied by four weathergirls
ct sing karate.
p
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Ace sk:in-diver battles for his life
againstta deadly stuffed snake,, in
this re3re on-the-spot photo, taken inn South Berwick, Newfoundl and, where -all the really
big stu ffed snakes hang out.

UN 4.4o6c
WED thra TUESI!
ALICE 'S RESTAUANT
2:00-s:i:45 -9:40
kT-SADE
MARK
lb _"
:40
I IJ o II Vu-

New drug produces excremental visions
Jerome Leadbin of the Biology Department has announced
the discovery of a new hallucinogen. The existence of the drug
was first detected by Bernard
Bastewell, a graduate student engaged in "Q" level security research under. Leadbin's direction.
Although the precise nature
of the experimental work was
not revealed, it has been stated
by reliable sources in high places
that a test group of albino aardvarks (clinically pure, organically
extracted from White Sands,

I

pape

III_

--

drug-induced slobberings which
varied in,, intensity from the
effects of Exlax to those of
moldy frijoles. The droppings
apper:ted to take on a characteristic form, such as hypercubes or
animal crackers.
It took several- hours before
the researchers realized that the
animals were tripping.
The active principle of gnu
excrement, sulphamp hetamine
excretin, or SAE, was soon
chemically extracted, and orally
administered to a test group of
twenty-five MIT administrators,
while a placebo consisting of the
excretin extraction gnu residue
was given to a group of twentyfive demonstrators collected
from the president's offices. The
first group reacted much as the
aardvarks had, and even a massive dose of Kaopectaie did not
prevent the more embarassingsy m p toms from eventually
emerging. The first group reported the ability to experience
two irrelevant emotions at once,
such as the euphoria of a hotcold shower of Sanka coffee,
and the frustrationi of finding
that there is no toilet paper in
the men's room. Synesthesia, the
crossing of sense experiences,

New Mexico) was administered a
small dosage of dried gnu excrement in an effort to determine
with precision the effects of this
substance in raising the animal's
resistance to AMY,- the wellknown Aardvark Mosaic Virus.
Immediately upon injection, the
animals' pupils began pulsating
in a damped oscillatory mode
with an exponential decay rate,
turned paisley, and then began
to oscillate again. It was also
noted that the drug appeared to
effect an immediate dilation of
the anus, followed by a series of

aaraa

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

* A new course in Techniques of Massachusetts Institutions
(3.14159265, 2-1-18) will be offered next term. Interested persons
should contact David Alperin, room W20 457, x2986.

*

The Tech has long since opened its membership to freshmen. Those

interested in writing, production, layout, paste-up, sit-down, etc.,
should visit the Student Center office, room W20483, any Wednesday
or Sunday evening; or call x2731; Sophomores, juniors, and seniors are
also invited. [Look, people, this one is at least half serious ....1

* A Student Hetrophile Society has been formed at Simmons College
to promote understanding and feeling and to sponsor hetrosexual social
events. Anyone interested in forming a similar group at MIT should call
Dave at 876-6567.
--
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COL;UMBIA RlF(CORIING(; ARTIST

IN CONCERT - SYMPHONY HALL
SUNDAY, FEB. 15 at 9:00
WIT11t

1 'RLI-Y RICH'ARI)S
.,_

.a
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LAST TWO DA YSI
Antonioni's ECLIPSE
SUNDA Y THR U TUESDA Y!
LA GUERRE EST FINIE
All shows 5:20-7:30-9:40
SAT/SUN 3:10

was also evidenced-one man reported smelling diarrhea as he
listened to a piece from Frank

Zappa's Uncle Meat. The second
group- displayed only incrgased
resistance to Aardvark Mosaic
Virus.
Congress has already imposed
a stiff penalty for possession,
sale, complicity in possession or
sale and knowledge of possession
or sale of gnus, gnu excrement, II
stoned aardvarks, excrement of
stoned aardvarks, or any com- I
bination Qf these. A research: II
group under the auspices of the
FDA, headed by Bastewell, has
set out for the Isles of Langerham in defiance of the new laws,
seeking the breeding ground
where the species of gnu in
question are reported to languish. The group is taking with
them large quantitite of LSD,
mescaline, THC, and chlorpromazinc, which Bastewell
claims may well neutralize the
effects of SAE, or at least modify them.
Bastewell plans on beginning I
his PhD thesis immediatly upon
his return to Boston (date unknown), "as soon as l get some
of the shit cleared out of my
head."
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To skins
or not to ski...
i
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"A FILM OF BREA THtTA KING
VISUAL BEA UTY" N. Y. TYmes
Mizoguchi's SANCHO THE BAILIFF
7:00-9:20 SAT/SUN Mat. 4:45
mosompmmnmnm omomcsomomomo I

WED -TUES.
THIRD WEEK! DIETRICHI
THE DEVIL IS A WOMAN
BLONDE VENUS
5:30-8:35 Sat/Sun Mat.
coumsudo.ummoononsm."nmom3uom
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VERMONT
When you ski Stowe,
you ski first class. Magnificent high speed Gondola plus
many other fine lift facilities.
Challenging runs, snow-making equipment. Lively apresski life.

SPECIAL
Sand7 DAY SKi WEEKS
EVERY WEEK
INSTANT SNOW REPORTS
TOLL-FREE NUMBER
800-451-4161
anywhere, anytime in Northeast
(except Vermont) for latest snow
conditions.
For new color folder and information about Ski Week rates, Lodges,
inns and Motels, write Stowe Area
Association, Box 206, Stowe, VerI

II

................

'rTHR U'TUES I N.E. PREMIERE

i

That is the question! And up till now, you've probably
said, "Alas, too expensive."
At Waterville Valley, we have special week day rates:
$5.00 per day for mid-week skiing - all season long except holidays and vacations.
An easy drive ... Only 21/2 hours from Boston on
interstate highways. A g reat way to get away from the
pressure in the middle of the week... when there
are no lift lines. Skiing for beginner to expert.
2 mountains with 30 slopes and trails, snowmaking
and first-class mountain maintenance, 10 major lifts, including
a
Ol
a new expert lift, International
|
ski school, 4 new inns, lounges
NEw,KAd
with dancing and entertainment.
.

'R 6-4226c I
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mont 05672. Tel. (802) 253-7321.
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see Albert

Students

The administration was reportedly'disconcerted about the
meeting. With plans afoot to
obtain an injunction against the
sit-in, they may have been
forced to postpone action due to
the danger of a reaction developing there.

A straw vote, taken at a
student meeting Friday in
Kresge, showed that most of the
1000 or so students there believed Mike Albert was expelled
for political reasons.
The two and a half hour
meeting was arranged by an ad
hoc group and chaired by Mary
Keshner '71, Nancy Wheatley
'71 and Tracy McClellan '71.
The purpose of the meeting was
to "give students a chance to be
heard," and the time was taken
up with statements from about
25 students and 5 members of
the faculty and administration.
Spanish and Italian Baroque Music

The speakers at the meeting

addressed themselves to the topics of change at MIT, especially
in the disciplinary system, and
the demands resulting from the
sit-in.
Pete Kramer '70, who resigned from the Discipline Committee two weeks ago, felt that
Wednesday, January 21, 1970, 8:15 pm

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
presents

HARPSICHORD RECITAL
by
DR. JAMES ANLI KER
Admission Free

Student Center, Sala de Puerto Rico
I

."Bravo! A mind-bending
sparkler, shockingly brilliant."

1

491-9189

8 to 5:30

KENDALL BARBER SHOP
KENDALL BUILDING

238 MAIN STREET
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
-

'I

-NOTICE

State Enterprises, Inc., a Black
community owned corporation in
Roxbury, dedicated to the economic
participation of Blacks in the field of
industry and business, offers to participate ·financially in an economic
venture with any person or persons
who may have feasible ideas of inventions that may satisfy; the goals -of
both'parties.
For further details call or contact:

A

State Enterprises, Inc.
264 Warren Street
Roxbury, Massachusetts
445-0355

t
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Doctor of Divinity degrees are issued by Universal Life Church, along with a
10-lesson course in the procedure of setting up and operating a non-profit
organization. For a free will offering of $20 we will send you, immediately, all
10 lessons in one package along with a D.D. certificate.
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH
BOX 6575
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33021
__

i?
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Chairing the meeting of the student body on Friday were Nancy
Wheatley '71, Marv Keshner '71 and Tracy McClellan '71.
most of the walls; torn carpet in
one small area; destruction of or
damage to typewriters and telephones; and the theft or defacement of tapestries and pictures;
(Continuedfrom page I)
was some sentiment to retake and the general messiness caused
the office, but the majority dis- by a large residue of refuse in
agreed. As they passed the of- the rooms.
fice, George Katsiaficas '70
shouted into a loudspeaker,
"We're going to win because
we're the people. You're going
to lose HoJo, because you're a
pig!"
Returning again to the Stu(Continued from page 1)
dent Center, the crowd decided
to call a mass meeting for 3 pm Task Force on Judicial ProSunday.
cedure will present a detailed
The initial decision of the proposal for a revised Institute
group -to leave the offices came judicial system. The proposal
just before 10 pm at a mass will also be presented at tomormeeting in Killian's office. Ap- row's faculty meeting.
parently unaware of the injuncEarlier charges of criminal
tion which the Institute was
Katsiafiabout to use, the group voted by trespass brought against
the rewith
connection
in
a large majority to leave. Reli- cas
at
demonstrations
anti-GE
cent
able sources reported that the
be
may
University
Boston
administration, was prepared-to
brought up again. Katsiaficas'
call the police at midnight.
trial was continued until June,
Damages
Before the group left, an a- with the understanding that
bortive attempt was made by charges against him would be
some of those present to clean dropped if he stayed out of
up some of the -mess made trouble until then. Katsiaficas
during the 34 hour occupation. was formally admonished recentDespite these efforts, the final ly by the MIT Faculty Discipline
toll of damage to the offices Committee for his part in the
included: slogans written on November Actions.

Walkout...

FACULTY TO BEAR

DISCIPLINE PIt

,,

"Go see 'Putney Swope'. A pacesetter with outrageous wit, courageous creativity, guts and intelligence. Tells it like its never been
-Judith Crist, N.B.C.
told before."
"It is funny, sophomoric, brilliant, obscene, disjointed, marvelous, unintelligible and relevant. If anybody tries to improve it,
-N.Y. Times
he should be sentenced."
"'Putney Swope' is a stinging, zinging, swinging sock-it-to-them
doozey. It isgoing to take off and be one of the most talked about
flicksinrecent times. By all means I suggest, hell, I damn well insist
you see 'Putney Swope' and be prepared for the nuttiest, wildest,
grooviest shock treatment. Will leave you helpless with laughter."
-Westinghouse Radio

HOW TO GETA
-DOCTOR OF DINITY DEGREE

IMM1EDIATE
VENTURE CAPITAL
lAVAILABLE

PAGE 5

I

victim

while the committee consists of
well meaning people, "they're
going to fail." He based this
prediction on the belief that the
committee is not doing "what it
was made for." He said that the
administration knew there was a
problem, but hadn't done anything about the committee.
While the members of the committee don't think they're acting
politically, he felt they were
acting in a style and because of
the style were being politically
repressive. He expressed a need
to focus the attention of the
community on the problem of
the discipline system, but had
doubts "about the wisdom of
remaining in Johnson's office."
Stephen Decanio G, a member of MIT-SDS, read the de-mands of the people in the
President's office and called on
the meeting to support them,
but met with little support. The
demands were: 1) an end to imperialist research, 2) no GE recruiters on campus, 3) an end to
the harassement of MIT maintenance workers, 4) $150,000 to
be given .to the Black Panthers,
5) rescinding of past punishments, 6) abolishing of the Faculty Discipline Committee.

-- Cosmopolitan

JANUARY 20, 1970

---

_

I
I

for new businesses
i

We are looking for graduate students who have sound
ideas for new products or services as well as the capabilities to head up as principals new organizations to
see the projects culminated.
Reply only in writing, submitting detail plans. Do not
include confidential informnation.

.--

I-o bu s, inc.
25 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10004

I

"PUTNEY SWOPE"

UNDERWRITERS AND INVESTMENT BANKERS

I

II I___

The Truth and Soul Movie

t
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DISCIPLINE
'STATEMENT

·

R. Lamson, Chairman
L. S. Osborne
D. J. Sellmyer
- T. B. Sheridan
W. M. Siebert
A. J. Siegel
J. D. Nyhart, Ex Officio----

(Continuedfrom page 8)
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D.A. Campbell
C,- A. W. McCalla
R. J. Pelland
R. A. Wilk
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-YORt OWN CHUCH

you WM.'a'cchC

H.?

of admonishment, the Commit-neilst
a of UNIVtRSAL IE CHURC wfI1 Oeep rn eub;s yoar
tee had informed Mr. Albert that
a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-l
--ad Mme
'esetium
admadk atoll
~i wide
Wi di~
~ sfWtW
fos
It fSi and
mdifenistr1os
you a tax eo isnoL
its action should be regarded as a
four tin=
Ss' you km to do is ie.x you acatam to
warning that disruptive or coer,,
mnd.
owam
a
f
I
wN
dftf
SUMMER VACATIONTRIPS
cive protest was not to be tolerUMI~iERSAL IFE CHURCH
New York to London
-- OX-675
ated in this community.
LHOLLYWOD,
FLORIDA 3m21In arriving at its recommendaRound trip $169 - Now filling
Small deposit and payments
. I
tions, the Committee first conSend for free details
I
sidered its decision concerning
STUDENTrr
GLBE-ROAMERS
the demonstration at the Placement Office. It then considered
33021
Box 6575 Hollywood,Florida
separately the charge concerning
II -I
e,
-·
disruption of the Committee. In ----- - -- --- -Ir
__
recommending that Mr. Albert
be disqualified for disciplinary
reasons, the Committee expressed the view that Mr. Albert had,
on three separate occasions over
a four-month period, demonstORDINATION is without question and for life. LEGAL in all 50
rated his unwillingness to abide
states ad most foreign countries. Perform legal marmrags, ordinaby reasonable norms governing
tions Ad funenls. Receive di&counts on some fares. Over 26S,000
_ WAITSVIELI
MAD RVIVERI
LO ' YVE
dissent, protest, and demonstramnisters have already been ordained. Minister's credentials and
AL
tions. No other actions or beliefs
ikense sent: an ordainment :certifkiate for framing and an ID card for
of Mr. Albert for which he was
your billfold. We need your help to cover mailing. huandling, and
not formally charged influenced
administration costs. Your generous contribution is appreciated.
the action of the Committee.
ENCLOSE A FREE WILL OFFERING.
_EE_ __;:h
Discipline Committee
UNIVERSAL LIFE CHURCH.
Write to:
Members'
/
BOX 8071
Faculty:
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33314
E. Gyftopoulos
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[[__.
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At NSA

m

our successes depend on yours.

forI~
l

; · ~~~~~
| t_

NId;§_~~
~
~

Because of
othe
nature and scope of the National Security Agency's mission
our successes are in directrelation to your achievements.
we for
designing
and developing secure/invulnerable
are
NSA,
responsible
At
and
systems
to transmit,
receiveand analyze much of our
communicwtions
EDP
nation's most vital information. The advancing technologies applied in this work
are such that they will frequently take you beyond the known and accepted
boundaries of knowledge. Consequently, your imagination ad resourcefulness
are essential qualifications for success.
,rhe Career Scene at
NSA: ENGINEERS will find work which is performed
nowhere else .. ; devices and systemls are constantlyibeing developed which
ay
the Agency. As a Agency
n
engineer, you will
are in advance of any outside
carry out research, design, development, tesiing and evaluation of sophistic
Pated,
largescale cryptocommunications and EDP systems. You may also par, upperatmosphere
propagation
studies
of electromagnetic
ticipate in related
phenomena. and solid state devices usin g the latest equipment for advanced
research within

NSA's f

laboratories.
instrumented
ully

cssMATHEMATICIANS define, formulate and solve complex communications-related
problems. Statistical mathematics, matrix algebra, and combinatorial analysis
-Oppouarunities for
but a few of the toealsapplied by Agency matmataticians.
1are
contrib utions
in computer sciences andtheoretical research ar aalso offered.

-COMPUTER SCIENTISTS participate in systems analysis and systems pro13ramming related to advanced scientific and business applications. Software
design anddee velopment. is included, as well as support in hardware design,
development and modification..

Career Benefits: NSA's liberal graduate study program permits you to pursue
two semresters. of full-time graduate study at full salary. Nearly all academic
costs are borne by NSA, whose proximity to seven universities is an additional

'

x

s

or_

asset.
Starting sataries, depending on educationand experience, range from $9,169.00
Ad - to $15,000.00, and increases will 1ollow systematically as you assume additional
Further, you will enjoy the -varied career benefits andother ad_,X ///vantages of Federal empjloymertawithout the necessity of Civil Service certifi'cation."
Chieck with your Placement Office for further information about NSA, or write
to: Chief, College Relations Branch, National Security Agency, Ft. George G.
1/,Meade, Md. 20755, Aftn: M321. An equal opportunity employer, M&F.
t
_

/responsibility.

Campus Interview Dates: FEB. 20, 1970

?'
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nationls
agsecumy
agency

.. , where imagination is the essential quaifiation.
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HEARING ACIRCUSABE TS FTHER

Thze
PROPOSITION*
Iicketsat

is coming.

t~e

(Continuedfrom page 3)
.Friday, February 27th at 8 PM .Walker
.
Memorial. urged by you, does not relieve
Kresge Auditorium
him of the imperative duty of
rickets at the; Graduate Studeirt' Council Office, 110 IeWalker Memorial not judging, of not being suspect, or of influencing his col,
I'$1.50X that's all.
* The Proposition is only the longest. running show in Boston, and is only the. leagues. No judge ever concedes
the possibility of bias; the rigidifunfiest, and we don't want you to-be the only one who hasn't seen it
ty of the rule impelling disqualiat least once.
^
:
fication is to prevent any possiI
__
bility
of question.
I
.
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JANUARY 20, 1970

The notice mailed December
18th for a hearing December
23rd, received on Saturday, December 20th, requiring a listing
of his witnesses with a disclosure
of the relevancy of their testimony by December 22nd at
4:00.pm, when students had left
for the Christmasrecess and were
not available, was arbitrary andunreasonable. It prevented any
assembly of witnesses by making
it impossible to even contact'
them intime and imposed a pro___

being fired. An annoyance, yes;

..
.

an unpleasantness, yes. But if
the punishment should fit the
crime, clearly expulsion is not
warrated for this incident.
The "disrupted" hearing was
held in a circus atmosphere before interested, excitable, volatile spectators. That the decorum of the court might not
result was to be expected and
was in fact obviously anticipated. The question is raised as
to whether or not the permission
granted for spectators was not
intended as a provocation or an
entrapment. That the decorum
of the Court might not result
was to be expected and that lack
of decorum would prevail was
obviously anticipated. Certainly,
experience should have indicated
the possibility of interruption
and dictated the courage to exclude spectators. That the
"gentle" Professor Lamson (so
was Brutus gentle) over-reacted
and obviously was lacking the
experience or will to control the
hearing was obvious from the
small excerpt of the tape of the
hearing. The decorum of the
hearing when continued attests
to the conclusion that such untoward events as occurred at the
original hearing were induced by
the setting.
If the incidents are viewed
with compassion, and under the
I Rules, only such incidents may
be considered, the sum total of
zeroes is zero. Considering that
the University has suffered the
activities of the defend..t--f-r
years and that he is potentially
qualified for a degree within 30
days, the enormity of- the punishment recommended may be
viewed not as the imposition of
a penalty but as an exercise in
vengeance. The thought cannot
be blotted out that the incidents
have been magnified out of all
proportion because the defendant's political philosophy and
his success in awakening the
public conscience of MIT students, theretofore admittedly
most dormant. To digress, I
wonder at how the Committee
would have judged the participants of the Boston Tea Party...
As to the charge of disre,
spect, it is clear that one acting

.
.

Come as you are!
FEBRUARY 23, 1970
Now's the time to sign up at your placement office for an interview with the Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course recruiter. This could be the start of something big!
And just what IS the Bethlehem Steel Loop Course? Glad you asked! It's our management
development program for graduates with bachelors' or advanced degrees.
Bethlehem loopers (150 to 200 every year) spend four swinging weeks at our home offices in
Bethlehem, Pa. Then, primed with information about the entire corporation and rarin' to go, they report to the appropriate plants or departments for their first assignments. Then, onward and upward!
Where would YOU fit into the Loop Course? Check your degree or the one most similar to it:

I

hibitive cost to return any to
Cambridge...
The testimony corroborates
the report in Technology Review
that there was no violence and
that had it been intended, nothing could have prevented the
group, consisting of 40 individuals, half students and nonstudents, from storming the
placement office. It is clear that
a group gathered, milled around,
used possibly strong language
and dispersed without a "shot"

__

.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERiNG-Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyards. Fuel
and combustion departments. Supervision of production
operations. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding Department. Also: Sales or Research.
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING-Metallurgical departments ot steel plants and manufacturing operations.
Engineering and service divisions. Technical and supervisory positions in steelmaking departments and rolling
miflls. Also: Research or Sales.
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS-Technical and supervisory
positions in coke works, Including production of byproduct chemicals Fuel and combustion departments,
including responsibility for operation and maintenance
of air and water pollution control equipment. Engineering and metallurgical departments. Steelmaking operations. Also: Research or Sales.
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING-PositionS in steel plants,
fabricating 'Works. shipyards, and mines. Engineering
and maintenance departments. Supervision of steelmaking, rolling, manufacturing, and fabricating operations. Also: Sales.
CIVIL ENGINEERING-Fabricated Steel Construction
assignments in engineerin'g,-.field erection, or works
-management. Steel plant, mine, or shipyard assignments in engineering. construction; and maintenance.
Supervision of production operations. Sales Department
assignments as- line salesman or sales engineer (technical service to architects and engineers).
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-Steel plant, fabricating
works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical engineering, construction, and maintenance departments.
Technical and supervisory positions in large-production
operations involving sophisticated electrical and: electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.
MINING ENGINEERING-Our Mining Department operates coal and iron ore mining operations and-limestone quarries, many of which are among.,the mnost
modern and efficient in the industry. This10,000-man
activity offers unlimited opportunitieS_ to mining engineers. Also: Research.
NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERSGraduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in
our Shipbuilding Department, including'the Central
Technical Division, our design and engineering organization:' Also: Traffic.
OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES-Every year we recruit
loopers with technical degrees other than those listed
above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are.encouraged to sign up for an interview.
ACCOUNTANTS-Graduate's in acco0cinting or business
administration (24 hoursd'd`'?accounting are preferred)
are recruited. for training--f'¢.}supervisory assignments
in our 3,000-man Arcobunti?:g Department.
OTHER NON-TECIHNCAIL DEGREES-Graduate's with
degrees in liberal-afts, business, and the humanities are
invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department.,
Sorne non-technicalgraduates may be chosen, to-fill
openings in steel plarntoperations and otherdepartments.

in a judicial capacity, springing

to his feet unjudicially in resentment at incidental use of impolite language, loudly commanded
a harassed, worried student peremptorily to sit down, in'a
physical setting not conducive to
dignity of decorum. Not from' a
witness chair or counsel

table

which might have prompted restraint, impelled by excitement.instilling presence of an excited
audience in an auditorium encoulraging theatrics, unable to
twait for the mot juste, the defendant took the tone set, Was
unable to avoid the provocation
and.answered back. Under those
;circumstances, does the majesty
-and ruffled dignity of the Chairman who provoked a reply re;quire such excessive penalty?

I,

MATEUS ROSE

WHEN YOU SIGN UP be sure.to pick up a copy of our booklet/ "Careers With BethlehemrSteel and
the Loop Course." It tells it like it is.

$1.99 per ffth
Wine of the month special for January

BETHLEHEM STEEL o

_N1

660 Package Store
660 Cambridge St.
East Cambridge
At the RxR tracks

An Equal OpportunityEmployer
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Clarificationfrom the
Discipline Comminttee

(Ed. 's Note: This statement was
released by the DisciplineCommittee in response to inquiries
as to its nature and structure.)
Numerous inquiries from
members of the M.I.T. community and in particular the
meeting of the Augmented Faculty council on Wednesday, January 14, 1970, expressed intense
interest in having a detailed
statement of the ways in which
the Discipline Committee operates and the procedures by
which it arrived at its decisions
in recent cases such as that of
Michael Albert.
This statement has a twofold
purpose: (a) to restate the basis
and procedures under which the
b)Committee on Discipline during the 1968-1969 academic
year and were reviewed at that
time by Institute legal counsel
and by independent legal counsel. The revised procedures were
adopted by the faculty in the
spring of 1969.
Basis and Procedures
Individual responsibility for
academic achievement, honesty
and personal conduct is consistent with the assumption that
M.I.T. students come to the Institute for serious purpose and
are dedicated to education. The
development of responsible
adults who are professionally
qualified ethically as well as academically, has traditionally been
a goal at MIT. The counseling
system, faculty advisors, the office of the Dean for Student
Affairs and the Medical Department are available to help students with advice and guidance in
all matters. Problems of conduct
and.discipline are generally dealt
with in the undergraduate living
groups through the student judicial system. Serious infractions including all infractions which
mirli -lead to disciplinary disqualification - are referred to the
Committee on Discipline. This
committee, which has for many
many years benefited from participation by collaborators in the
student body, hears each case
thoroughly, and makes judgments deemed appropriate for
the -development of the individual student
Cases may be brought to
the Committee by the members of Dean's office staff directly on their own initiation or at
the request of individual faculty
members or students appealing
the ruling of a lower judicial
body or the Dean.
I Off-campus misconduct will
not be the basis for disciplinary
action unless it is deerhed by the
Institute a clear and present danger to the functions of the Institute or its reputation. The Institute must determine its jurisdiction under this policy for
each case. The student's status as
a student in no sense renders
him immune from the regular'
legal processes.
In cases brought to the committee, the students rights are
protected by procedural due
process. The following procedures normally apply:
1. The Committee on Discipline consists of faculty,
students and administration.
No member of the committee
who is involved in the particular case other than as a
member of the Committee,
will sit in judgment. A
quorum consists of a majority
of the members.
2. The student should be
notified in writing of the
charges against him with sufficient specificity and in sufficient time to prepare for the
hearing; and he should be
provided with a copy of the
Discipline Committee procedure.
3. The student has a right to
be present at the hearing and

be heard by the Committee in
all disciplinary cases. The refusal of a student to appear or
to waive his right in writing
shall not prevent the Committee from considering and disposing of the case.The student may testify and present
evidence and witnesses. He
has the opportunity to be
present to hear evidence
against him and to crossexamine witnesses.
4. The student has the right
to assistance in his case from
a member of the faculty or
adminsitration or student of
his choice durirng the hearing.
5. The decision must be
based only on evidence introduced at' the hearing and properly acquired. The decision
will be made in closed session
following the hearing then
transmitted to the student in
writing.
6. A summary of the hearing
and reasons fox the decision
shall be prepared and kept in
.the Dean's office as part of

the student's file.
7. The Committee acts with
power in the case of admonition or disciplinary probation. In the case of recommendation for disqualification, the final decision rests
with the President, to whom
the student may appeal.
8. In the event of suspension
or other temporary restriction of a student by the
President or other officer of
the Institute, the Committee
will begin review of the case
within two days, according to
its standard procedures.
9. The Committee may invite
additional faculty or student
members to assist in its deliberations.
Narrative of the case of
Mr. M. Albert
The first case considered in
December, 1969, which involved
Michael Albert, developed out of
the events at the Placement
Office on October 29, 1969,
which was examined by the
Special Panel (the Rogers Panel)
on the November Events and the
MIT Community. The conclusions of the Panel as concerns
the events at the Placement Office are represented by the fosllowing quotation:
We believe that the demonstrators participated in a disturbance whose level may
have been such that disciplinary action is warranted.
We therefore recommend an
appropriate disciplinary review. Furthermore, we recommend that possible individual' acts of violence during
this event be given disciplinary review.
In accordance with this recommendation, the names of all

students who could be identified
"as actively participating in a
demonstration in which violence
was present" were given to
the Discipline Committee for review. In its examination of the
testimony the Committee endeavored to separate active participating in the demonstration
from mere presence. One student who appeared before the
Committee was found not to
have actively participated, even
though he was present, and the
charge against him was dismissed. Two other students, including Mr. Albert. were found
to have contributed to the violent pushing and shoving that
occurred at the Placement Office.
The second case involving
Michael Albert arose from the
disruption of the Committee's
hearing held on the evening of
Wednesday, December 17. Of
three persons who could be iden-

.
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day at 3:00 p.m. in Room training order enjoining the
To Members of the \ MIT
10-250. The many Faculty mem- occupation. We -intended to
Community:
I am writing to repor t to you bers present voted in the course serve this order and remove the
on the events of the past few of a 2%-hour-long meeting over- demonstrators had they notleft
days and on the Institute's whelmingly in favor of a resolu- of their own accord.
As I indicated in a public
actions relating to these events. tion condemning the occupation
It is important that we view and recommending that appro- statement on Saturday, 'our
these events with calm and that priate disciplinary action be actions in response to the occupation were guided by two prinwe understand them without taken against the trespassers.
Throughout the period of the ciples. On one hand, our responeither overestimating or underestimating their significance. I occupation the -educational proL sible concern for the.unity and
repeat at the outset that our cess and other operations of the the future of the MIT commuInstitute is devoting itself to a Institue continued unabated nity required us in this instance
resolute review of our policies except in the small area occu- to solve our problem, if possible,
and programs, but that does not pied by the trespassers. On Fri- without bringing the police on
permit those few who would day, however, efforts were made campus; on the other hand, the
violently interrupt our progress by some of the trespassing group Institute could not pay the even
to keep us from our concerns. to disrupt regular Institute class- higher -cost of successful coerNeither, in my view, can we es. In one instance, Associate cion by a group that had rampermit them to commit illegal Professor Edwin D. Bransome med its way through the door of
acts with impunity. Let's keep (Department of Nutrition and the President's office. This posiFood Science) personally escort- tion was supported by the facthis in perspective.
At noon last Thursday, ed the disrupters out of the ulty at the special meeting last
January 15, a rally 'was held in classroom, while in the other Thursday, and I believe it has
the lobby of the Rogers Building instance, Professor Emeritus the support of the M.I.T.
by a group that had presented an John Wulff (Department of Met- community.
The physical occupation of
ultimatum to the Institute with allurgy and Materials Science)
the
offices is now over, but the
a deadline for 5 o'clock Wednes- was assisted by his students in
act
of
unlawful trespass by those
ejecting
the
intruders
from
his
day. After the rally a group of
who particapated and who stayapproximately 100.moved to the class.
The trespassers, numbering ed in the office despite our
corridor outside the President's
office. Four masked men broke then around 60, left the offices warning remains the concern of
the door down with the aid of a of the President at about 10 this community. I believe we
battering ram, and. the group o'clock on Friday evening and have dealt with this situation
then occupied the offices of the joined a meeting in the Student with considerable restraint. The
President and the Chairman of Center. At about midnight a faculty and administration and
the Corporation. The group left group of about 100 left the the students in several instances
Student Center and made noisy have tried to'communicate with
at 10:00 on Friday evening.
Upon their entry and at sever- demonstrations in front of the those few people fairly and
al points throughout the occupa- President's office, the President's openly. We are now making
tion, warnings were issued orally House, and several dormitories. preparation to bring charges in
and by written- notice to the In front of the President's House threecourts of the Commonoccupiers informing them that at 111 Memorial Drive, one of wealth against those- numbering
they were trespassers and that the demonstrators climbed up perhaps 30 to 40- whom we can
they would be subject to legal to a first floor window and identify as participants in the
and disciplinary action.
kicked in 'the face one of the actions of breaking into and
The trespassers sealed off the campus patrolmen who attempt- holding theoffices. I have requested counsel for the Institute to
two larger rooms and posted ed to remove him.
guards who forcefully prevented
The damage in the occupied prepare the exact nature of
free access into the reception offices was extensive. The tres- charges, including trespass,
area and the-Chairman's office. passers combined purposeful breaking and entering, theft and
Throughout most of the time, breaking into desks and files and publication of Institute files,
only persons who would expli- the removal of documents with -interrruption of classes, and so
citly pledge support or who wanton destructiveness. Rugs forth.
I would like to make it clear
promised not to testify against were cut,- paintings blotched,
that
the Institute intends to
the trespassers were permitted in desks destroyed,' doors broken,
bring
legal charges against those
phones torn from their cables,
the interdicted area.
who
can
be identified as particiand
a
series
of
slogans carved in
Throughout - the 34-hour
pants
in
the action, whether
furniture
and
written
on
rugs
period there were no negotiathey
are
members of this
and
walls.
The
trespassers
removtions with the trespassers. We
community
or
not. This action
ed
card
files
and
corresponwere, however, in constant comdoes
not
exclude
internal judim u nication and consultation dence, and three stolen letters
cial
proceedings.
with individuals and groups of were published by Thursday,
Over the past few years we
faculty and students on the one of the student newspapers.
problems and procedures to We Late on Friday we sought and tried to dealeffectively with our
substantive problems, including
used. In particular, a special Fac- obtained from the Middlesex
ulty Meeting was held on Thurs- Superior Court a temporary res- issues of the continuing evolu-'II
-I
II1··a
II tion
of the judicial processes.
tified as students and who acti- Albert mentioned above - "dis- For this week we have scheduled
vely participated in the disrup- respect to the Chairman of The several important meetings with
tion, Michael Albert was charged Committee on Discipline which student and facuity participation
with " disrespect to the Chair- :contributed to the disruption of regarding these matters. Events
I
man of the Committee on Dis- the committee."
jlike those of last week not only
The Comnmittee met again on Idelay and disrupt but seriously
cipline which contributed to the
disruption of the Committee." December23 to continue (in Iset back the process of progresAs the hearing on December 17 closed session) the hearing regar- Isive change. We intend to deal
began a few spectators were ding the events at the Placement with these incidents decisively so
present. In opening the hearing, Office and the charges regarding 1that we can go forward with the
the Chairman stated his inten- the meeting of December 17. 1serious business of this institution to conduct the hearing in an Michael Albert was accompanied tion.
I
orderly way and warned those by his father, Mr. Melvin Albert,
Howard W. Johnson
present that departure from or- as advisor. The Committee con~
~
derly procedures could lead to cluded that Michael Albert's ber,
disciplinary review for students havior and that of the two other
wZ tu1
and trespass charges against students at the hearing of De0~.
v
others. About forty five minutes cember 17 merited disciplinary .c o.,
after the opening of the hearing action.
In hearing the charges and
a group of thirty to forty people
entered the room. This group making its decision, the Commithad come from a meeting of tee believed that the three sturo pi
&'a,X.a:
~_
Rosa Lumemburg SDS that was dents mentioned above had, by
CD
vs2
C9w:=f
held elsewhere on the campus. disrupting the Committee hearThereafter the group of specta- ing, demonstrated contempt for
tors and witnesses engaged in the behavior norms of this or
C
catcalls, clapping and other dis- any other community, for rea- .3 v _v
, X1'L
Eo W
:
sonable
limits
of
dissent
and
Kc3
tractions. On three occaions the
protest,
and
for
disciplinary
proChairman warned the group to
preserve order. At one-point the cesses of the- Institute in ways
::cf;
cr '0
C4~o
Chairman asked the spectators to that could not be ignored. The
lowever,
leave the room; they refused to C om mittee asserts,
that
neither
particular
political
Xca;o,4
so 609m
o ..
do so. In the course of an ex21 r
change with the Committee persuasions of the defendants ici0 m~m
U
O
Chairman, Michael Albert order- nor use of vernacular in itself w ;o
3
CC
co a3
influenced
the
Committee's
-deed the Chairman to sit down,
and generally ignored the Chair- cisions.
Michael Albert was, at the
man's requests to return to reatime
of these hearings, on adsonable order. This exchange,
monished
status for his particiwhich percipitated a disruption
pation
in
the
Alumni Seminar on
and subsequent adjournment of
September
7,
1969. In the letter
the hearing, formed the basis of
(Please
turn
to page 6)
the charge against Michael
IL
I~
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